The Role of Nuclear Medicine in the Diagnosis and Management of Solitary Pulmonary Nodules
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Abstract

Solitary pulmonary nodule (SPN) is a frequent finding on the chest x-ray and computed tomography. Nuclear medicine techniques play an important role in the diagnosis and management of SPN. In the current review, we briefly will explain the different nuclear medicine modalities in this regard including positron emission tomography (PET) using 18-F-FDG, and 11-C-Methionine, and single photon emission computerized tomography (SPECT) using somatostatin receptor scintigraphy, 201-Thallium, and 99m-Tc-MIBI.
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Introduction

Solitary pulmonary nodule (SPN) is a frequent finding on the chest x-ray and computed tomography (1). SPN is defined as a single pulmonary opacity smaller than 3cm which is surrounded by normal lung tissue and is not associated with underlying pulmonary disease or adenopathy (2).

The major step in diagnosing and management of SPN is to determine whether it is malignant or benign using non-invasive techniques. The non-invasive tools used include: clinical features (age, smoking history, exposure to toxic environment, history of previous tumors or infections such as tuberculosis), CT findings (SPN size, growth rate, location, nodules margins, enhancement, and invasion), positron emission tomography (PET) and PET/CT and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) or SPECT/CT. The advantages of this approach are to avoid unnecessary invasive intervention for diagnosis and treatment of the benign SPN and to proceed to further invasive investigations such as percutaneous or bronchoscopic transbronchial biopsies, thoracoscopy or thoracotomy for SPN with high suspicion of malignancy (3).

Often SPNs are discovered as incidental findings on CXR or CT scan. These modalities can provide information about nodule size, margin characteristics and calcification patterns which can assist in differentiating benign versus malignant lesions (4). Lesions with well circumscribed smooth borders, benign patterns of calcification, less than 2 cm in size and stability over 2 years on follow up CXR or CT are
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considered to be benign nodules. Patients with low possibility of malignancy according to medical history, risk factors and nodule characteristics on the above-mentioned modalities, can be followed with serial chest radiographs or CT scans every 3-6 months (5). This approach can decrease the morbidity of more invasive methods and is highly cost effective.

The use of newer imaging modalities, includes conventional nuclear medicine radiotracers using SPECT and F-18-Fluorodeoxy glucose PET can help to distinguish between benign and malignant nodules and guides the physicians to a proper management strategy (6).

In the current review, we briefly reported the role of nuclear medicine in the management of SPN.

**Positron Emission Tomography (PET)**

PET is the main imaging modality of the nuclear medicine discipline in oncology. Several PET tracers have been used for differentiation of malignant from benign SPN which 18-F-FDG is the main radiopharmaceutical.

**18-F-FDG PET**

Malignant cells have a higher metabolic rate than normal cells, with resultant higher glucose uptake. PET imaging uses the isotope fluorine-18 bound to a glucose analog to make F18-fluorodeoxy glucose (FDG). Increased FDG uptake is seen in most malignant tumors and it is the basis of the PET study to differentiate malignant from benign nodules (Figure 1).

FDG uptake can be quantified with standardized uptake value (SUV) to normalize variations of patients’ weight and injected dose of the radioisotope. This semi quantitative method allows comparison of uptake between different lesions and different patients. SUV greater than 2.5 has been considered highly suspicious for malignancy (7). SUV is also a predictor of survival in patients with lung cancer and higher SUV was associated with poor outcome (8).

An additional advantage of FDG-PET imaging is better detection of mediastinal metastases and improving the staging of lung cancers (9).

Several meta-analyses have evaluated the accuracy of 18-F-FDG PET imaging for differentiating benign from malignant SPN.

The first meta-analysis published in 2001, showed pooled sensitivity and specificity of 96.8% and 77.8% respectively (10). The authors of the meta-analysis didn’t find any difference between 18-F-FDG studies using dedicated PET cameras and Coincidence gamma cameras. It is worth mentioning that co-incidence cameras are not obsolete. False negative results are shown to be due to certain histopathologic types with low metabolic rate and 18-F-FDG uptake such as bronchioalveolar carcinoma and carcinoids and in small size nodules (smaller than 8 mm). False positive results are largely due to granulomatous and infectious diseases (11, 12).

PET/CT gamma cameras can also combine the functional images from PET section and morphologic data from CT section and would give better diagnostic accuracy (1).

The second meta-analysis was published in 2008 and evaluated the competing imaging modalities for differentiating malignant versus benign SPN (13). Pooled sensitivity and specificity for 18-F-FDG PET imaging was 95% and 82% respectively. Table 1 shows the results of this meta-analysis for all studied modalities. In another meta-analysis by the same group published in 2008, positive LRs for current diagnostic tools were 3.91 for CT-scan, 4.57 for MRI, 5.44 for 18-F-FDG PET and 5.16 for Tc-99m-Depreotide SPECT. Negative LRs for malignancy in SPN were 0.1 for CT-scan, 0.08 for MRI, 0.06 for 18-F-FDG PET and Tc-99m-Depreotide SPECT (14).

Another meta-analysis published in 2012 evaluated the diagnostic performance of dual-time 18F-FDG PET in diagnosing pulmonary nodules. The authors reported 85% pooled sensitivity and 77% pooled specificity and concluded that dual-time 18-F-FDG PET is not superior to single time conventional imaging.

Finally, the cost-effectiveness analysis of 18-F-FDG PET imaging in pulmonary nodules reported that PET imaging in the staging of NSCLC and diagnosis of SPNs is highly cost effective (15).

In conclusion, 18-F-FDG PET imaging is a highly accurate diagnostic method for differentiating benign versus malignant SPNs. The only short-coming of this imaging method is...
nuclear medicine radiotracers SPECT imaging using conventional Cronin et al meta-analysis.

Table 1. pooled diagnostic indices of different modalities for differentiation of benign from malignant SPN. The data is according to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>sensitivity</th>
<th>specificity</th>
<th>Positive predictive value</th>
<th>Negative predictive value</th>
<th>Diagnostic odds ratio</th>
<th>Area under SROC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic CT</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>39.91</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>60.59</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-F-FDG PET</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>97.31</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99m-Tc-Depreotide SPECT</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cronin et al meta-analysis.

Other PET tracers
Another tracer for PET imaging is 11-C-methionine that seems to be more sensitive and specific than 18-F-FDG PET for differentiating benign from malignant nodules. SPNs with low 11-C-methionin uptake but high 18-F-FDG uptake are less likely to be malignant (16). Further studies are needed to confirm these results.

SPECT imaging using conventional nuclear medicine radiotracers

Somatostatin receptor scintigraphy
Different radiopharmaceuticals are used for SPECT imaging to assess SPN potential for malignancy. Depreotide is a somatostatin analog peptide which can be labeled with 99m-Tc and has been shown to have affinity for somatostatin receptors (type2,3 and 5) expressed on non-small cell lung cancers (17).

In a study by Grewal and coworkers, the diagnostic value of technetium 99m-depreotide and computed tomography was compared. They showed that Tc-depreotide has better diagnostic accuracy (including sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values and accuracy) as compared to CT for assessment of malignancy in SPNs (18).

In a multicenter trial with 99m-Tc-depreotide for SPN evaluation, the sensitivity and specificity to detect malignancy in SPNs were 96.6% and 73.1% respectively (19).

As shown in Table 1, the diagnostic accuracy of 99m-Tc-depreotide for differentiation of benign from malignant SPNs is comparable to 18-F-FDG PET imaging. This is the reason that Cronin et al in their meta-analysis concluded that 99mTc-depreotide SPECT is a low cost and available modality for evaluation of SPN and can be readily used for this purpose (13, 14).

Another somatostatin analogue is EDDA/HYNIC-TOC which is labeled with technetium-99m and is available in our country for SPECT imaging. Several studies reported excellent results with this radiotracer too. For example Plachcinska et al showed that this tracer had better diagnostic value for malignancy detection in SPN as compared to 99m-Tc-depreotide (20). This better diagnostic accuracy was due to slightly higher false positive results by 99m-Tc-Depreotide. These false positive results in somatostatin analogues imaging can be due to inflammatory reactions to foreign body or infectious process specially tuberculosis, abscess and suppurating lesions. In another study by Plachcinska et al, Semi quantitative assessment of Tc-EDDA/HYNIC TOC images was shown to be helpful to make a distinction between benign and malignant SPNs. They reported cut off value of 2 for tumor/background ratio for this purpose (21). This semi-quantitative method is very much the same as SUV in PET imaging and can increase the diagnostic accuracy of SPECT imaging too.

In conclusion, somatostatin receptor scintigraphy using SPECT method is highly reliable for differentiation of benign from malignant SPNs. The diagnostic accuracy is comparable to 18-F-FDG PET imaging. Again the short-coming of this modality is sub-optimal specificity especially in the tuberculosis endemic areas.

201-Thallium
201-Thallium (TI201) is a potassium analogue which can be used as a tumor marker especially for the brain tumors (22-24). This radiotracer has also been used for SPN evaluation by the SPECT method.

In an investigation by Nagamachi et al sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values and accuracy of TI-201 SPECT were 76%, 95%, 97%, 63%, and 82% respectively (25). Another study by Komori et al evaluated the accuracy of breath hold TI-201 SPECT in SPNs. They reported 80% sensitivity and 80% specificity (26).

In comparative evaluation of 99m-Tc-depreotide and 201-Tl SPECT for SPN, similar diagnostic accuracy for both modalities were shown by Boundas et al (27). Boundas et al also reported that semi-quantitative approach can increase the accuracy of imaging considerably.

In conclusion, TI-201 is an available radiotracer for evaluation of SPNs. The accuracy of this modality seems to be lower than somatostatin receptor scintigraphy or 18-F-FDG PET.
99m-Tc-MIBI and 99m-Tc-tetrofosmin

Technetium-99m methoxy isobutyl isonitrile (MIBI) is a low cost and widely available radiopharmaceutical that shows increased uptake in malignant tumors including malignant SPNs (28-33).

In a research by Schuurmans and cowokers, the sensitivity and specificity of 92% and negative predictive value of 97% for malignancy detection in SPNs by 99m-Tc-MIBI SPECT were reported (34). Interestingly, Schuurmans et al study was performed in a tuberculosis endemic area where high false results are expected. It has been shown that 99m-Tc-MIBI has high uptake in active tuberculosis lesions which can decrease the specificity of this modality in SPN evaluation (35-39).

99m-Tc tetrofosmin is another tracer with the same properties of 99m-Tc-MIBI. This tracer also showed increased uptake in malignant SPNs and can be used for discriminating malignant from benign lesions with high sensitivity and accuracy (40).

In conclusion, 99m-Tc-MIBI and 99m-Tc-Tetrofosmin SPECT are useful alternative modalities with high accuracy for SPN evaluation when positron emission tomography is not available. Same as other modalities above, sub-optimal specificity is the major issue of these radiotracers too.
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